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EDITORIAL
Prakhar Agrawal
“The sun always shines after the storm” - this is
precisely what was expected from 2021; it was
supposed to be the year after the global pandemic
when we all rejoice. It was supposed to get our lives
back on track like the old times. It was supposed to
make everything, once again, ‘normal’.
However, not only was there nothing close to precovid times in 2021, but it is also the year where
situation transformed completely, and our
surroundings underwent a substantial shift. Online
has been the norm for quite a few months now, but
we were able to accomplish what still seems
unimaginable: An online graduation ceremony and
Annual Prize Giving function! DC has been taking
the lead by organising many other co-curricular
activities online like MUNs, RS conferences, Movie
Making, Visual Arts and many more.
But the change has not been limited to our school
and neither is it absolutely positive. With
Afghanistan being taken over and mental health
becoming an increasingly important issue, many
are in misery. Although DC’s budding athletes are
overjoyed by India’s stunning performance in the
Olympics, they are feeling blue because of not
being able to perform for their school and country
themselves. Football enthusiasts are still in shock
as the legend, Lionel Messi leaves Football Club
Barcelona.
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With all this change, it wouldn’t be wrong to say
that 2021, in fact, does mark the beginning of a new era - a new
dynamic era!
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The Virtual Reality
Aanya Kasliwal

The Present day circumstances have distinctly shifted the social dynamic by
forcing us to shift all social events in to a virtual setting. Of course this means
missing out on myriad opportunities, distinctively when it comes to schoolrelated pursuits. However, with tremendous efforts from our faculty, we’ve had a
shot at learning various activities from the comfort of our own homes.
Needless to say, facing stay-at-home orders during the supposedly most exciting
years of your life and missing out on major life events such as graduations and
farewells is an absolute nightmare for most of us as it clearly isn’t the ceremony
we planned ever since we first stepped foot in school and although it still can’t
replace in-person parties, the way we have managed to turn a cell phone
application into a tool that helps us carry on with life as it was, is astounding.
This year, a number of classic competitions, MUNs and functions took place
without risking catching the virus at all and despite all expectations of these
being mundane and prosaic, these replacements for real life scenarios have truly
been an exciting experience for a large number of students. Putting together a
bunch of participants and meetings through a video call has its complications,
yet most competitions or MUNs I’ve had the chance to be a part of, were
slightly lesser versions of the real deal and almost as exciting with smooth runs
and minimal errors from all participating at authoritative positions.
In the face of not being able to connect to each other physically, it’s aweinspiring how we still found a way through this quandary to carry on with the
interactions that we look forward to and long to be a part of. Granted that it
has been a challenge, it's uplifting to know we’ve found our way through it.

—————————DC Coping Up—————————
The 150th Annual Prize Giving: A Report
Maanvi Singh

The 150th Annual Prize Giving function of our school was celebrated virtually.
Inspite of these uncertain times, the event was organised with elation and
zeal.

The occasion was graced by the presence of His Excellency, Governor of
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Shri VP Singh Badnore, who attended the event through zoom along with the
Board of governors. The evening began with a video presentation depicting the
glorious 150 years of the institution followed by a soulful college prayer by
the students. The proceedings were continued with the Chief Guest’s welcome
address and the Annual Report by our Principal, Mr. Neeraj Kumar Bedhotiya,
which delineated the fruitful endeavours and academic performances of the
past year.
Thereafter the distribution of the special prizes commenced commemorating
the achievements of the students. After that, Shri Jishnu Barua, an Old Dalian
and Chief Secretary of the Government of Assam, was presented with the RN
Zutshi medal. This was followed by the release of the Bird Book and
Commemorative Calendar by the Chief Guest. Thereafter, the Chief Guest His
Excellency, Governor of Punjab enlightened us with his views, after which the
President of the BOG HH Maharaja Narendra Singh Jhabua presented the
memento to the prestigious guest. The proceedings were continued with the
Annual Report on co-curricular and internationalism by the students.
Subsequently, the dancers and musicians of our school mesmerised the
audience with their wonderful performance and received accolades from the
audience. The event concluded with the vote of thanks and the National
Anthem. Though this event was conducted virtually, the enthusiasm and
dedication of the students, teachers and all the people involved in the
organising the event, made it a memorable one.
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AN ENLIGHTENING SPEECH – BY SHRI VP SINGH BADNORE
Swastindra Mohan Pratap Mishra

The 150th Annual Prize Giving was graced by Shri V.P Singh Badnore, current
Governor of Punjab and Administrator of Chandigarh, as the Chief Guest. In his
address to the Daly College family, the honourable Chief Guest made us all go
down the memory lane and realize the greatness and the glory of our
magnificent institution. He began with mentioning the fact that this is a
coincidence that this year happens to be the 75th year of our independence as
well as the 150th year since the establishment of Daly College. Both these
events hold a special significance in the Indian History and it is the apt
moment to pay our respects and homage to all the martyrs who wrote the
chapter of independence in our history and also noble people who gave
invaluable contribution to our prestigious institution, respectively. This is the
time to celebrate and also reflect and remember about the trials and
tribulations the institution has gone through and be grateful towards the
efforts of the past and present board of governors and our visionary
principals. He remembered his days of working with our Principal, Mr. Neeraj
Kumar Bedhotiya and applauded his efficiency and passion. He appreciated the
massive efforts put in by our Principal which helped us to keep going and be
creative and innovative throughout the uncertain and difficult times. It is
totally correct that a thousand storms cannot sink the ship if the captain is
able.
Sir further talked about the history of Daly College and paid his tribute to
General Sir Henry Daly, whose vision led to the birth of an institution which,
over the years, has emerged as a model of excellence not only for its academic
pursuits but also for the overall development of its students. He expressed his
happiness on the fact that the school firmly believes in its Sanskrit motto ‘ज्ञानमेव शिक्त’ and works on fostering a democratic environment that encourages
lifelong participation in the acquisition of knowledge and blends the rich
cultural assets with modernity. He also recalled his days as a student at Mayo
College, Ajmer and how Mayo College couldn’t defeat our skillful 11 in cricket
matches back then and how some of them like Hanumant Singh ji, Raj Singh
Dungarpur and Suryaveer Singh made their name on the national and
international levels.
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Towards the end of his speech, remembering Devi Ahilya Bai Holkar, the
glorious Queen of Malwa, the esteemed Chief Guest told us to be as virtuous,
brave, courageous and as wise as the great queen.
It was great having such a magnanimous personality on the day of celebrating
the 150 years of an institution which is the birthplace of hundreds and
thousands of creative minds, a place which nurtured many champions and
leaders. His words truly inspired and motivated us and most importantly, taught
us to be grateful and thankful for whatever the school has done for us and
how it continues working hard to provide us with a world class education and
work experience.
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Billionaire Highlight!
Saadgi Garg

Elon Musk - The SpaceX founder and Tesla CEO has been occupied in downsizing
his lifestyle by selling his properties and working on sustainable energy for Earth with
Tesla. Recently, he claimed that his last remaining house was also on sale - setting an
example for others across the globe. He also revealed that his biography is being
written by Walter Issacson who has also written the biography of Steve job among
others.
Jeff Bezos - The American entrepreneur carried an inaugural space voyage along with
three crewmates in his new venture, Blue Origin’s New Shepard launch vehicle on
July 20. The mission aims to explore a profitable space tourism market which will be
worth $3 billion annually in a decade according to the Swiss Bank UBS. The
businessman also offered to cover up to $2 billion of NASA costs if the space agency
gives Blue Origin a contract to make spacecrafts designed to land astronauts back on
the moon.
Richard Branson- The British entrepreneur took an astounding space flight aboard
his Virgin Galactic rocket plane on 11th July along with 5 crewmates. The 1.5 hour
venture was planned to reach an altitude where the sky turns black and the Earth's
horizon curves into the distance. This voyage marked an extraordinary milestone in
the 21st century - paving the way for more people travelling to space in the future.
These space flights, however, also led to several debates on the ramifications of the
imminent privatization of space.
While stories of these billionaires continue to fascinate us, they also encourage us to
embrace change - using newer methods and ideologies to achieve their goals. Change
is fundamental to nature, and events like these definitely help assure us that change
can bring about some great wonders in our lives!
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Book Review on P.G. Wodehouse’s ‘Pigs Have Wings’
Gauri Chaturvedi

Pigs Have Wings is a delightful Blandings novel, the eighth in the series. Set in the 20th
century, this comical novel does more than just lift spirits.
The novel features the usual Blandings characters: the forgetful Lord Emsworth, the
sharp Lady Constance Keeble, the smart Sir Galahad Threepwood, the quintessential
butler- Beach and most importantly, The Empress of Blandings. In Pigs Have Wings,
Wodehouse uses the three common elements of all Blandings novels: fears about the
Empress (Lord Emsworth’s pig), broken engagements and imposters at Blandings. This
doesn’t, however, reduce humour and astonishment in the book.
The antagonist is Sir Gregory Parsloe- Parsloe who has bought a new pig to uncrown the
Empress of Blandings in the Fat Pigs Contest. Through some distant connexions Sir
Galahad and Beach come to the false conclusion of Sir Parsloe having plotted a devilish
scheme of mixing “Slimmo”- a slimming preparation, in the Empress’ food via the
caretaker, who is Sir Parsloe’s niece. Following this discovery, a hilarious series of events
unfolds to defend the Empress and make matches between the couple of Penny
Donaldson and Gerald Vail while also helping that of Orlo Vosper and Gloria Salt. Sir
Galahad kidnaps the Queen of Matchingham- Parsloe’s pig, only to Xind the Empress
kidnaped too. And just before Sir Parsloe could see Queen of Matchingham captured by
Sir Galahad, Sir Galahad quickly swaps the Queen with the Empress. All of this narrated
in Wodehouse’s scintillating style which makes the reader smile and laugh regularly.
The novel is a must-read for everyone: we can certainly cope with change
with a dose of Wodehouse’s laughter!

OTT SUGGESTIONS FROM THE EDITOR
- THE TERMINAL
- WONDER
- SIGHTLESS
- INCEPTION
- THE IMITATION GAME
- THE INTERN
- THE GOOD DOCTOR
- SCORPION
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A Kingdom Without the King
Devika Singhvi

The tears didn’t stop, neither did the press but it was finally time to accept that a
number 10- jersey will not have the name “MESSI”, anymore. Lionel Messi leaving
Barcelona truly marks the end of an era in football. He arrived at the club as a kid
but left as the winner of 6 Ballon d’or. To put it simply, Messi redefined football. If
it wasn’t for him, La Liga would be a very different place.
For Leo, Barcelona was more than just a team; it was his home. His bond to it was
not simply contractual; it was not just a business arrangement. On August 6th,
Barcelona published a video, the best bits of
possibly the most remarkable career in football
history boiled down somehow into seven
minutes; you could do seven hours and still
only be scratching the surface — to thank
Messi for his service.
“There were many tough moments, many
losses, but in the end you always went back to
training and playing again. The last years of
my career, I'll finish it in my way, competing and fighting for titles, ending my
career on a high,” he said.
Despite having reached an agreement between
Barcelona and Leo Messi along with the clear
intention of both parties to sign a new contract,
it was ultimately not possible to formalise, due
to economic and structural obstacles of the
Spanish La Liga. Barcelona was blocked by these
regulations, financial rules and couldn’t sign
his contract. Their salary mass did not leave any
margin to sign it either. Barcelona couldn’t have re-signed Leo even if he had
played for free. As per the latest financial report, the club’s debt exceeded GBP 1
billion, which includes money owed for Philippe Coutinho and Frenkie de Jong.
They also received a terrible inheritance from the previous board. There was no room
to manoeuvre and the (FFP) rules mark the limits. With its debts mounting, its
revenues still crippled by the pandemic and La Liga unwilling to offer relief,
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For those of us, who have followed football closely over the years, it was indeed a
heartbreaking news so to say. With his intuition, vision, touch and astute
passing, Messi is about more than just scoring goals. He isn’t only, by far, the
greatest goal- scorer and maker of his era but also the best dribbler, and the best
free-kick taker. Leo, completes more dribbles, plays more through balls, and
finds more passes into the penalty area than any other player. I mean: there’s
even a well-respected research paper that says Messi is better at ‘walking’ than
all of his peers, too.
There is no denying the fact that
Paris Saint Germain (PSG) have
been admirers of Lionel Messi for a
long time. Even fans have wanted
to see Neymar Jr. and Messi play
together again. Just after Barcelona
confirmed their inability to retain the services of the mercurial forward, PSG
wasted no time in approaching Lionel Messi. Understandably, PSG firmly
believed that luring Lionel Messi to Paris could put an end to their wait to lift
the coveted Champions League trophy. Add that to their financial muscle and
you would think an association between PSG and Lionel Messi is a matter of
when rather than if. On August 10th, Leo Messi finally agreed on a two-year
deal with Ligue 1 side PSG, with an option to extend for another year.
Regardless of whichever club he plays for, it is a foregone conclusion that
Lionel Messi is certainly a force to be reckoned with. He may have left
Barcelona but Messi will write a new chapter of his life in PSG. Gracias Leo, for
all you have given to Barcelona!
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MISSING THE HOME TURF
Tanmay Gupta
Statistics say the Tokyo Olympics of 2021 were witnessed online by the highest number of
spectators ever recorded, in stadium and at home.
Seeing the Olympics always sparked this flare in
me, which drives me to be better at my sport, work
harder, better and faster. The Olympics sure saw a
positive turn for India this year as we got a gold
medal in track and field after 113 years. Mirabai
Chanu made the country stand with pride once
again and the National Anthem sung at the stadium
after the victory of Neeraj Chopra was a sight to
behold.
Seeing the Olympics was, and still is, an inspiration for many to pursue new sports or do better
in their sport in the hope that one day they will manage to represent the country and hold its
pride high. But this year, another emotion which rose was the sense of nostalgia or rather a
nagging tug, the desire to go out and feel the ecosystem of the sport, in my case, the squash
court. Many of us have not been able to play our sport regularly over these 2 years, and
competitions were completely out of question.
COVID caused us to cut ourselves off from our
sport, creating this vacuum in our lives which
we had to fill by finding activities to do in
lockdown and just working out in the limited
resources we could gather. Seeing their sport
being played in the Olympic, but not being able
to play it themselves created a bit of envy
among the student athletes and players.
Praying on a daily basis, we hoped that
someday we will be back on our home turf. A lot of facilities have opened back now, but the
thrill of playing with our teams, cheering, the adrenaline rush, the socializing, and the fights
with the referees are still missing. A great squash player rightly said, “You may manage to tie
our body in chains, but not our minds, you may fulfil our needs, but not our will. Ask a player,
he will choose the pride of playing his sport over life any day.”
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Online MUNing: A Panacea in the Time of COVID-19
Geetika Lath
“We cannot always build the future for our youth, but we can build our youth for the
future.”- Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Model United Nations, a simulation of an actual
United Nations conference (most commonly known
as MUNs) are a wonderful platform to learn and
develop skills beyond the aspirations of the society to
help overcome a plethora of problems that we today
as individuals face at the local level. MUNs not only
play a role in shaping us into provident and judicious
humans but also contribute to developing one’s
leadership skills, research, writing, public speaking,
and problem-solving skills. I, personally having been
part of many MUNs for the past 4-5 years, can affirm
that this is an indisputable fact!
Owing to the co-curricular leadership at DC, all the Dalians have always been ardently
encouraged to participate in Inter-school MUNs. With this credence, our school with
honour hosted its first two virtual editions of the junior and senior MUN this year, in
April and June respectively. Under the guidance of the DCMUN faculty, both the
conferences were orchestrated by a student body embodying the Secretariat, Executive
Board and Media Team members. The Dalians
plunged into the magical realm of organising and
coordinating the activities and carrying out the
decisions made by the respective committees of the
conferences, all the while showing excellent
teamwork, as everything was to be done online.
And being part of both the conferences was an
unbelievable experience! The time I spent as an
executive board member was as exciting as the
work I did along with my team to form incredible
crises, to come up with a comprehensive plan of
action and mark the delegates on various aspects.
Having had offered 5 impressive committees including the UNSC, DISEC, SOCHUM,
TTC and AIPPM at the DCMUN Junior Edition, 250+ participants from 24
different schools from all over India and the Gulf region participated in this
conference with a lot of enthusiasm and zeal, putting forward some of their best
arguments vis-à-vis their agendas.
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Whilst the DCMUN Senior Edition themed- UCHRONIA, was based on a complete
hypothetical period where the world was struck by World War III- a large-scale
military conflict after World War I and II. The conference was organised with the
conception that this conflict would surpass prior world wars both in its scope and in
its destructive impact. Due to the nuclear weapons’ acquisition and deployment by
many countries near the end of WWIII, the probable risk of nuclear devastation of
Earth’s civilization and life can be considered as well-regarded speculation.
Apocalyptic events like these can cause much greater destruction than envisioned, and
this is precisely what DCMUN wanted to focus upon.
The initial conference days began with great zest and zeal where the delegates
deliberated on the various aspects associated with security, economic activities,
healthcare, social well-being etc. from discussing the previous mandate and its
shortcomings to establishing a basis for the formation of subsidiary organs. The
participants very comprehensively and pragmatically managed to tackle every issue
presented to them with viable and contemporary solutions. Each day’s parley saw a
stunning war of words amongst the delegates with mutuality completely out of the
question.
With the new norm, it is quite impressive that DC was able to accomplish so much in
just a few months. Even after the entire world was thrown out of gear by the
unprecedented onslaught of the Coronavirus, the adaptability with which the school
has been conducting inter-school events such as these have turned out to be a
thumping success! These virtual MUNs might not have been as exciting as the physical
ones but we have been able to do justice to our ultimate aim: to create a future by
predicting it.
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Afghanistan: The Next Pakistan? - Opinion Piece
Abhinav Agarwal
With the contemporary political crisis coming about in Afghanistan where the militant
group Taliban has overthrown the elected government and reestablished its reign, it is
probable that Afghanistan will become another base after Pakistan for carrying out of
notorious activities on behalf of China. Taliban is a militant group which is full of
imbeciles/pea-headed and brainwashed terrorists which only believes in instituting
Islamic Sharia law. This extremist group is against fostering democracy which will
ultimately increase the threat to India’s sovereignty, keeping in mind the fact that
Afghanistan shares its border with India.
The change of government in Afghanistan has etched fear in the minds of the
indigenous residents who still remember the torture inflicted upon them by this
inhumane militant group in its earlier reign. The horrified Afghani citizens can be seen
in multitudinous videos across the internet risking their lives in the attempt of
running away from their own country and leaving behind all their hard earned
belongings. By concocting such turmoil in its exordium, Taliban has indicated a
dreadful future for the natives of Afghanistan where women won’t be allowed to leave
their homes without putting on a hijab, where the girl child will be uneducated and
where the minorities will be treated like animals. For a country like India which is
already surrounded by 2 nations with hostile intentions, this development will just
increase its adversities.
According to me, peace-keeping organisations like The United Nations are not playing
their roles by keeping quiet and not intervening and putting at end to the torment
being faced by the people of Afghanistan. A developed country like the United States
of America which possesses supreme power, has humungous military capacity and
never-ending resources has left the Afghanis to suffer and die by withdrawing its
troops in this state of mess. China having tremendous influence and wherewithal has
provided all kinds of assets required by the militant and terrorist organisations in
order fulfil their motives in order to surround India from all sides to stop its progress.
Taliban is a group of infamous people with criminal records in which the leaders are
uneducated and only believe in capturing land and converting people to Islam to
promote their cause. It advertises the fact that men are superior than women and
women need to stay within their boundaries and not excel in life. Now the citizens of
the world needs to answer the question that, should such atrocities be allowed to
happen and should such thinking be allowed to prevail in the 21st century?
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LET’S TALK ABOUT: Mental Health
I firmly believe we need to normalise people talking about mental health just as easily as we talk
about physical health. We are able to say we have a cold / fever but we’re never able to openly say “I’m feeling
low” or “the stress is making me anxious”. Many countries give mental health days as part of the leaves that
can be availed, and open access to a therapist / counsellor. When do you think the workplaces in India will see
this?
- Shweta Verma Ma’am

Covid 19 has triggered many emotional issues among students. Confined within their homes for a
prolonged period has given rise to anxiety and frustration among students and this in turn has led to overdependence on social media. Teachers have faced the challenge of virtual classes and transitions to distance
learning platforms, which initially seemed messy. However, many have emerged as better technical experts
with an aim to cope with the new normal.
- Aditi Ghatak Ma'am

Addressing my mental health for me means being happy even when I am free and alone,
cherishing every moment. Taking caring of our mental health is something we always miss out
on...things are changing, and that gives me hope.
- Saadgi Garg

I think currently when students are doing so much, all at once, it is very important to take out
time to relax and relieve our stress time to time. A good sleep schedule could go a long way.
-Prakhar Agrawal

Stress management is important to deal with mental health issues. Thinking positive about
yourself and not comparing. The more mentally happy you will be, the more motivated you will
stay and will be able to do your work.
-Umika Mehta

Get in touch with the Daly Prophet. Send in your ideas, experiences, articles, letters to the editor, poems and ideas.
Write to us at: dalyprophetnewsletter@dalycollege.org
All opinions expressed in this publication are purely the writer’s own and not that of the Daly Prophet or its editorial
policy. For internal circulation only.
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